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ABSTRACT
The ideal linguistics course for undergraduates

planning to teach a foreign language is one taught by a specialist
thoroughly familiar with the linguistic problems of the language in
question. The specialist should also be aware of the comparative
problems of the student's native language. American students
expecting to teach a foreign language should be intensely involved in
discovering the linguistic problems of English as compared to the
linguistic problems of the language they are to teach. If a student's
study time is limited, he should be able to take those courses which
would be most useful to him in his future job. (Author/VM)
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e One of the most delicate problems facing many American college lancusae

r\Jdepa-stments in the 19701s is or will ce the introduction of linguistics courses

Pinto the curriculum. The rroblem is delicate, because there.are meny ways of_off...
C:1studying linguistics, yet American colle-'es should be interested in promoting

- --12 the :study of those aspects of linauistics wiiich will best meet -he desires and-
_ -

OS si
needs of the students.. These in =ere- and needs can dif=er accordine to whether

=
the schools in question give educational deerees or exclusively Bachelor of Arts

= =
decrees. It is possible that some kind of linguistics course might satisfy both

...A. CI-fla types of students. .Most schools, however, hve limitc of some kind on the num-,
ViD400 di
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ber of courses they can offer. The problem then becomes: Wh't kind of linguisticn

course will be offered ?

It would appear reasonable that B.A. students could take a course em-

phasizing the more gameral questions which a study of linguistics entails. Stu-

dents preparing to teach French, German,- Spanish or any other laneu-se ;'on- =ad-
.

uation, however, have certain needs which cannot be put off, if the are tc re-

ceive nrofesf-ional trainina:. In very practical terms, en Anr,rican rtudent expect-
.
. ing to teach French should be very nery intesely involved in discovcring the linguis-
17. =4-.
1.6 tic problems of English as comrared to Ftench. The form and structure of the

0 French language are so different from English that understanding the differences

o thoroughly could easily take more than one semester. Since usually only me seres-

ter of linguistic study is all many undergraduates can squeeze into their reo-rlm

after their conversation and composition cirses, it seem?, obvious that they

should study that which would help them most in their future job. If ctudents

Wish to pursue linguistic study further than thet, most small langu:ge denertments

do not have the ex-ra personnel, nor do they have enough langua7e studenTs to

make it feasible.

When the differences between Frenchl.Germen, English and Spanish are con-

sidered, it should be obvious. that the lintozuistic nronems in le,rning one lan.guace

are not the same as in another. To be in with, the point of departure is crucial.

An EngliShs.sneaking person has different problems in learning French or Spanish

than a German.. The same would be true of a Frenchman learning Spanish or German:

his problems change enormously. For students are 51gnning to teach beginrirg

French, Ge rman or Spanish, etc., upon gTaduation:'these problems are of Prime

importance., It would appear reasonable that, whenever possible, the complexity

Oof this problem be respected and solutions:adopted:accordinr;ly.

The polemical part of this discussion concerns the "catch -all" sort of

linguistics course, which pretends to introduce the undergraduate to"'Linguistics"

4) e reader w, LL ferg;ve this. wrirerl. hele4fil/ v -Fes A/rT :flick.: MI) Si .;2411

)Wss,rn% Ctibiese eft, fl/ d'scussia" `44 "."."Y 'he yen%rraLlied
re ;Lh4stratd file pe:Aci.os 4,;v9,14.sties Cocirse.; ,% Ce411:iY47-iry Cr .'44,6:ii4674:;_
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for foreign language by discussing French, German, Spanish and perhaps English all
in the same course. Such a course appears condemned to remain superficial, because
an American student of French probably doesn't know more than three words. of Ger-
man or Spanish. If the professor distributes his time ecually between the lanmiagesr
the student of French will see two thirds of his time "wasted."

Much of the time spent tinkering with German or Spanish could be more
profitably engaged in obtaining a deeper knowledge of EngliSh/French linguistic.
problems. This is an enormously complex subject. Treating it lightly can only give
light results.. Let us get into a more detailed description of the differences be-
tween French and German, in order to dem"nstrate thf, preceding opinion. It would
then follow that a lin-suisticmcourse pertinent to Enr-lish/French must be devised
differently from one that is pertinent to English/German or English /Spanish.

"Pron-ressive"French and"Reactionary"German

The words "pro-resive" and "re:ctionary" are purely descriptive in 'ov214e p.dpie.A,r is ;.(efeede.i.
girigiee tc:- French and Cer-lan.4The French r:tyththic group has an accent on the
last syllable, whereas German can hrve it on the first or in the middle., German

in this respect is similar to 3ngliSh.

The grammar of French is such that the subject generally comes first
the verb second, adverbs and/or comnlemente to the verb third.. This order 1,eir7
fairly constr.ntl. the Ileaninr, of a French sentence is obtained, by scarninc left to
right. Ge-Irn is not so consistent.

An eypmnle of the " reactionary"
or fil-rtck:i.ard-lookino" esrPct of Cermrr

is the sn'hordinate clause. The subjec will fiFure nt the beginning of the clnuse,
but the verb is Placed at the erd. This causes the listener or reader to -raft un-
til the end of t'e sentence before decidinr how the nreceedIng -..mrt:s will be under-

"think"/",e, GA,man listener/renier m17--t .o-ttnntly c-de,- to ::11Ae'7-

sta!: c-,en CO-:-''-- sentences.

This f.:ndamenta :lifference betty -en French and (71,--,rn is a very Food
reason linruletic -,7dP,,ts need not npend to' time 1',..(4^rstnnflin# the

word orAe.,- ch,mrct-rin."cs Ft,ench. 131lt this differenre ,icen ex71P4- en
AmPrio-n rtudyinc to.ould srend --- more tiq'e on the word ordt,r T.roblemati
of German. It is a fundamental aspect 0' the laturuae which can cause confusion
for Americans.. Witness the efforts of second year German students who have grasped
the notion that the language is'"reactionary", but haven't learned to recognize
what kinds of words are put last in the sentence. Their extemporaneous efforts to
converse in German often ressemble a serious/ridiculous game of nig latin than
spoken German.
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Phonological Differences

. Let us now take up a comparison of phonetic principles which explain'

trammatical" differences between French and German.. The differences begin with the

syllable. French syllables follow a general rule of starting with consonant:rand

ending with vowels wherever possible. GerMan, on the coritra*, tends to begin and

end its syllables with a hard emphasis- on beginning and end. The result is a much

greater accumulation of consonants at the beginning and end of the German- syllable.

(np51 & 64, Phonologie de L'Al1erand, Marthe Philipp, Presses Univ. de France, 1970)

These beginning phonological differences become all important when the

syllables aia put into rhythmic. grout's. The French "word" as it is listed in dic

tionaries disappears in conversational uses due to the groctiLvj of French syllables

into grammatical uoas.. These word wirs- have one strong accent on the last

syllable, and they cannot be broken up in prononnciation without straining compre

hension. The syllables it into this system thanks to the emphasis on the vowel'

purity.. Dipthongues are rare in Preach.

German, on the other hand, does not necessarily nut its accent on' the

last syllable of a rhythmic, grammatical uNit (such as a prepositional phrase).

The place of the accent of word owls. is more dependent on which syllable in the

individual word contains- the leading meaningnp.15,16,126, 13,-onologie de 'Allemand,

etc.)r or whether the word is old or new in German usage(p.89, Elements de Linguis

tique Generale, Martinet, Ed. Armind Colin, 1963). The lesser syllables have

grammatical functions which often refer back to the beginning of the word croup or
- raftv"Abc fle?e4,-

even of the sentence., Example: wt,14 "ce'vf 4t4e-e

Er hatte e_ s deigrossen Happmann pesagt, obwohl er deirache nicht g scher 5r.t

German therefore follows a different phonological principle from French,

and a thorough knowledge of where to nut the accent in a German grammatical word

unit is a whole study in itself:. (pp. 85-94 Martinet, etc.) How can a fari.E.P7

teacher afford to fool around with French and Spanish, etc«, when he hardly knows

how to explain the practical linguistic:differences between English and German ?

The seriousness of this consideration is illustrated by the fadt that

this paper hasn't even discussed the differences in vocabulary between Englishr

French and German. These differences are morphological, based in the history of

written a, as w.11 as semantic'. Contrary to the popular misconception fos

tered by "translating machines," the meanings of words in one language do not

translate 100 % into another language. It only takes the.most elementary compara

tive study of German, French and EngliMi poetry to demonstrate the uniqueness of

each language(.cf. p.90, Martinet, ibid)
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' The Drece443 observation is borne out by comparing the vocabulary

of French to that of English and Gernan. Many French words have similar sounds

but different spellings and contexts. Only a thorough familiarik with the

phonological principles of French and the dependent semantic; roblems permit a

student to operate in this linguistic:system comfortably. English end German, on

the other habd, have more words than Ptenah. Distinguishing what the words mean

does not depend so much upon phonetic /semantic familiarity. The Problem for an

American learning German is much less pil041.--tIG andconcerns more word deriva-

tion and compositionr the correct rimmmatical endings of words,and word order in

the sentence. It is "crashing through an open door" to Say that a college language

student is probably not "ready" to play around with "general linguistics," if he

is not thoroughly acquainted with the comparative linguistic. problems of the

langua-e he speaks and the one he wants to teach.

My conclusion about linguistics courses for under7raduates planning to

teach a foreign lansur..re is that, whenever possible, a specialist thoroughly fa-

Millar with the linguistiaproblems of the languase in question be selected to

teach the lim-uistics course for that language. The specialist should also be

thorggWth the comparative problems of the students' native language ac well.

When one is lacking, a course grouning students of all largu-,:ges could be organ-

ized, but that is of necessity the least satisfactory solution. Cne might call

such a conglomerate course a small fraud, derigned to fit the state board of edu-

cation's, guidelines.. For the student, however, such a corse(on three foreign

languages) is a two-thirds cheat, whether he knows it or not. Finally, a language

department should naturally try to make use of the human resources it has. If a

specialist is available for only one of two or three languages, he should be used

for his specialty .. At least the students in that lansuage will not be cheated;

the students left in the general course will then Presumably have less need to

waste their time. on one of the languages they don't know. Everyone Faits, except

possibly the ratio of students per teacher.. This aiministrative point calls for

a last comment.

ollerres are increasin'ly hiring administrators whose business acumen

is high, but whose cultural background is corres7ondingly low. Such electronic-

age persons treat nebulous things like the fine arts and lanzuage as either sacred

cows, or as unproductive luxuries. The reduction of teacher "worth" to teacher

load(students per teacher) ignores the intangible worth of culture. It can't be

weished or rated in dotiars and cents. But many bureaucrats are undoubtedly per-

suaded that a lanpuase course is no different from a science course o7a history

lecture. They ignore that a language carries history ith it and is worth poten-

A
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tially double:, it ones up other history ns -s one's own. In s:qte of

this, the unconcern of administrators and the general public for the t'ue worth

of langtinc-e studies probably exnlains why language studies are suffering 'or stu
.

dents and are being out throughout the United States.

-Cri0 tat
a444-t. Al &fie/ 4- e240.0"


